Improved sequence-based prediction of strand residues.
Accurate identification of strand residues aids prediction and analysis of numerous structural and functional aspects of proteins. We propose a sequence-based predictor, BETArPRED, which improves prediction of strand residues and β-strand segments. BETArPRED uses a novel design that accepts strand residues predicted by SSpro and predicts the remaining positions utilizing a logistic regression classifier with nine custom-designed features. These are derived from the primary sequence, the secondary structure (SS) predicted by SSpro, PSIPRED and SPINE, and residue depth as predicted by RDpred. Our features utilize certain local (window-based) patterns in the predicted SS and combine information about the predicted SS and residue depth. BETArPRED is evaluated on 432 sequences that share low identity with the training chains, and on the CASP8 dataset. We compare BETArPRED with seven modern SS predictors, and the top-performing automated structure predictor in CASP8, the ZHANG-server. BETArPRED provides statistically significant improvements over each of the SS predictors; it improves prediction of strand residues and β-strands, and it finds β-strands that were missed by the other methods. When compared with the ZHANG-server, we improve predictions of strand segments and predict more actual strand residues, while the other predictor achieves higher rate of correct strand residue predictions when under-predicting them.